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System-Level Analysis of Closed-Loop Power
Control in the Uplink of DS-CDMA
Cellular Networks
Luis Mendo and Jose´ M. Hernando, Member, IEEE
Abstract— A system-level model for power control in the uplink
of direct-sequence code-division multiple access (DS-CDMA)
cellular networks is presented. The model takes into account the
effects of the closed loop, namely average transmit power rise,
power headroom, and variable soft hand-off gains, which are not
considered in existing power control models. The power control
problem is analyzed in this setting, and a number of properties
are derived which generalize results from the classical model
without closed-loop effects. Based on this analysis, an algorithm
is given that determines required transmit powers taking into
account these effects. This algorithm is a generalization of
classical iterative algorithms without closed-loop effects. Finally,
simulation results are presented to assess the validity of the
approach.
Index Terms— Power control, code-division multiaccess, land
mobile radio cellular systems.
I. INTRODUCTION
POWER CONTROL is an essential part of direct-sequencecode-division multiple access (DS-CDMA) cellular net-
works. In current systems it is generally implemented as a
combination of closed-loop power control (CLPC) based on
signal-to-interference ratio (SIR), and an outer loop (OL) that
adjusts the reference SIR used by the CLPC.
The combined action of CLPC and multipath fading gives
rise to the following effects:
• Average transmit power rise: The average transmit power
necessary to obtain a given SIR increases compared to a
system without CLPC, due to the statistical relationship
between multipath fading and transmit power [1].
• Power headroom: The required SIR increases when the
average transmit power approaches the maximum avail-
able power, because of the power values dictated by
the closed loop being occasionally clipped. This can be
adequately described by a necessary minimum power
headroom [1].
• Soft hand-off (SHO) gain1: The fast selection or combin-
ing of the received signals during soft hand-off alters the
values of the required SIR, as well as those of the average
transmit power rise and required power headroom [2].
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1In this paper, SHO gain is the variation in a given parameter when the
user is in SHO, due to fast frame selection or signal combining.
Since these effects are related to fast variations in instanta-
neous attenuation and transmit power, they will be referred to
as short-term aspects in this paper.
This paper proposes a system-level model of a DS-CDMA
cellular network with CLPC. The novelty of this model is
the incorporation of short-term aspects. As argued in the
following, current models of the power control problem do
not accurately deal with these issues; however, they can have
a great impact on network performance.
The analysis of DS-CDMA systems is usually divided
into link level and system level. The link level analyzes
the transmission between the mobile terminal and its serving
base station(s), explicitly modelling the features (closed loop
and multipath variations) that give rise to the previously
defined short-term effects. The system level analyzes network
behaviour on a larger time scale. It makes use of link-level
results to characterize transmission. It should be noted that
the mentioned “short-term” effects actually take place at a
system level, although they are caused by short-term (link-
level) variations.
Existing system-level approaches to the power control prob-
lem are based on a linear equation system which describes the
SIR requirements of the active users [3] [4] [5]. These models
do not take into account the short-term aspects described
above. As a consequence, application of these models to a
cellular network with CLPC may lead to inaccuracies. To give
an idea of the importance of this, it is noted that the link-level
results reported in [1] [2] [6] indicate a range of 0–2 dB for the
values of the average transmit power rise. Failing to take this
effect into account underestimates transmission powers and
interference levels, and gives too optimistic capacity values
[7]. Likewise, the previously cited references report power
headroom values in the range 0–8 dB. This translates into an
equal reduction of the average power that can be transmitted
by the mobile, which may have a significant impact on
coverage and capacity. Lastly, SHO gains in required SIR,
power rise and power headroom vary in the range 0–4 dB [6],
and, as will be seen in Section II, their actual values depend
on interference levels; this dependence should be incorporated
in the model. Thus, short-term effects need to be considered in
order to obtain accurate system-level results. As an example,
[6] claims that, for the system assumed therein, neglecting
these effects gives too optimistic capacity estimations, with
deviations of up to 15%.
Several capacity studies have been published [7] [8] [9]
that partially take into account short-term aspects. However,
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an accurate analysis of power control in this general setting
has not been carried out yet. Specifically, [7] neglects SHO
gains in required SIR and in transmit power rise, and does
not take into account the effect of power headroom; besides,
it assumes that all users are identical (same service class
and multipath conditions). The analysis in [8] also assumes
equal required SIRs for all users, does not model power
limitations, and makes significant approximations. A general
description of a simulation approach is given, but it does not
specify how powers are calculated or how short-term effects
are taken into account. The simulation model in [9], which is
further described in [10, Sec. 3.2], incorporates all mentioned
short-term effects and provides an algorithm for computing
required powers, but no analysis is made of the solutions to
the power control problem or the convergence of the proposed
algorithm2.
The contribution of this paper is the following. A system-
level model of power control is presented that incorporates
the effect of short-term aspects. Only the uplink is considered,
and the base-station assignment is regarded as fixed. As will
be seen, the power control problem becomes nonlinear. This
raises the issues of existence, uniqueness and properties of
solutions, which are addressed in the paper. Based on this
model, an iterative algorithm is proposed to compute the re-
quired transmission powers, and its convergence is established.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The power
control model is presented in Section II, and results are given
on the existence, uniqueness and properties of a solution.
An algorithm to find that solution is proposed and analyzed
in Section III. The validity of the proposed model and of
the algorithm are assessed in Section IV by comparing with
simulation results. Finally, conclusions are given in Section V.
II. THE POWER CONTROL PROBLEM WITH
SHORT-TERM EFFECTS
In the classical, system-level model for the uplink power
control, each user is assigned to one base station. The short-
term issues mentioned in Section I are not considered, and
desired quality is identified with a target SIR. In these con-
ditions, the power control problem is expressed as a linear
equation system. In order to include the system-level effect of
short-term aspects, a more general approach is presented in
this section.
In the sequel, unless otherwise stated, when referring to
attenuations, SIRs, and powers, their (system-level) average
values with respect to fast variations will be meant. When
needed, the terms “average” or “instantaneous” will be used
to specify.
Let M be the number of base stations and K the number of
active users in the uplink of a DS-CDMA system with single-
user detection and pseudorandom code sequences. Each user’s
service type may be different. Let α be the M×K attenuation
matrix, where α(m, k) is the attenuation (link gain) from user
k to base station m, 0 < α(m, k) < 1; and let ν be the noise
vector, where ν(m) > 0 is the background noise power at
2Note that, although the description of the simulator in [10] states that
convergence stems from the results in [4], those results are not applicable
because [4] assumes a power control model without short-term effects.
base station m. The transmit power of user k is denoted as
P (k).
The logical structure of this section is as follows. Firstly, a
characterization of the short-term effects is obtained. Towards
this end, the concept of base-station assignment is defined in
a suitable way to take into account SHO gains (Section II-A);
a general definition of quality is given, as a function of the
received SIRs which satisfies certain properties (Section II-B);
the properties of the average transmit power rise are investi-
gated (Section II-C); as well as those of the transmit power
limitations (Section II-D). Secondly, a number of assumptions
are made (Section II-E) related to the short-term effects. The
obtained characterization, together with the assumptions, will
be essential in the derivation of the remaining results in the
paper. Thirdly, the power control equations are formulated
(Section II-F) and their behaviour analyzed (Section II-G),
based on the previous characterization and assumptions.
A. Base-station assignment
The assignment of a mobile user k, A(k), is defined as the
set of base stations that are receiving the mobile. Note that,
even if selection diversity is applied in SHO, so that the mobile
is instantaneously being served by only one base station, the
fact that this base station can be selected from a given set
yields a SHO gain, which justifies the definition. The global
assignment A is the ordered set [A(1), . . . ,A(K)]. For each
base station m, it is assumed that there exists some k with
m ∈ A(k) (otherwise that base station can be removed from
the description).
B. Quality and received SIRs
It is assumed, for the time being, that transmit power is not
limited at the mobile. In Section II-D the effect of transmit
power limitations will be addressed.
Let Γ(m, k) denote the received SIR of user k at base
station m. The following will be considered:3
(Q1) Quality for user k is a nonnegative, measurable parame-
ter q(k). This parameter is possibly different for each
user, depending on service type. The target quality for
user k is a certain value for the parameter q(k).
(Q2) q(k) is a C1 function λk of {Γ(m, k),m ∈ A(k)}.
In practice, all parameters used as quality measures
satisfy this property. Note that λk varies with the assign-
ment, multipath propagation conditions and, if in SHO,
diversity scheme (selection or combining) for user k.
The system quality function λ is defined as a K-vector
function whose k-th component gives q(k).
(Q3) λk is a monotone increasing function of each of its
variables. This is a consequence of the fact that quality
is degraded when the SIR at a serving base station
decreases. In addition, λk(0, . . . , 0) = 0. This is a
convenient normalization (shift in the origin for the q(k)
parameter) which entails no loss of generality.
For |A(k)| = 1,4 the description reduces to a certain SIR
required at the serving base station (as in the classical model),
3Each property or assumption will be named with a letter and a number,
where the letter indicates the concept or variable to which it applies.
4|S| represents the cardinal (number of elements) of a finite set S.
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whereas for |A(k)| > 1 the function λk reflects the SHO
gain phenomenon: there are different combinations of SIRs
compatible with a given quality.
For each user k, it is assumed that the target quality is
strictly positive, i.e. greater than the “quality” that is achieved
with no transmit power (otherwise that user can be removed
from the description).
C. Average transmit power rise
The transmit power rise phenomenon associated to CLPC
consists in an increase in the average transmit power required
for a given average received power (or SIR), caused by the
correlation between instantaneous transmit power and instan-
taneous attenuation [1]. The transmit power rise may produce
an increase in received interference, as is now discussed.
Let B(k) denote the average transmit power rise of user k
due to CLPC. For A(k) = {m}, the increased transmit power
does not result in a higher received power at base station m,
but in a more stable instantaneous SIR. Compared to a system
without CLPC, the ratio of average received power at base
station m to average transmit power is thus divided by B(k).
This does not happen for other base stations, for which there
is no correlation between instantaneous transmit power and
instantaneous attenuation. According to this, received powers
can be obtained as follows: for a given P (k) (which includes
the average transmit power rise), the average received power
at base station m is given by α(m, k)P (k)/B(k), whereas at
base station n = m it is α(n, k)P (k). The power rise B(k)
is thus sufficient to compute average received powers in this
case. However, the situation becomes more complicated in
SHO.
When the mobile is in SHO, each of the serving base
stations compares the instantaneous received SIR against a
reference value, sends “up” or “down” CLPC commands
accordingly, and the mobile increases transmit power only if
all received commands are “up”. The effect is that, save for
errors in the received commands, the mobile is instantaneously
controlled by the base station which requires least power;
and each base station has a certain probability of being
instantaneously in control. As a result, the degree of correla-
tion between instantaneous transmit power and instantaneous
attenuation is not the same for all the serving base stations.
If m1, m2 ∈ A(k) with α(m1, k) > α(m2, k) (average
attenuations), most commands from base station m1 will be
“down”, whereas most commands from m2 will be “up”;
thus the mobile will more often react to commands from m1.
Consider the event that the mobile k is reacting to commands
from a given base station m ∈ A(k). Conditioned on this
event, the average value of the received power at m shows
no increase in spite of the transmit power rise. However,
conditioned on the complementary event, the average received
power at m increases as much as the transmit power does.
As a consequence, the unconditional average received power
at base station m will be α(m, k)P (k) multiplied by a
certain coefficient, different for each serving base station,
and not necessarily equal to 1/B(k) (as it was in the case
without SHO). These coefficients, as well as B(k), depend
in a complicate manner on the statistics of all the multipath
channels between mobile k and its serving base stations.
The described behaviour can be modelled by introducing an
attenuation rise factor β(m, k) ≤ 1, such that the power re-
ceived from user k at base station m is α(m, k)β(m, k)P (k),
with β(m, k) = 1 if m /∈ A(k), and β(m, k) = 1/B(k) if
A(k) = {m}. The interference level I(m, k) experienced by
user k at base station m is
I(m, k) =
K∑
j=1
j =k
α(m, j)β(m, j)P (j) + ν(m). (1)
The properties of the attenuation rise factor are now ana-
lyzed. Consider a user k with A(k) = {m}. The instantaneous
attenuation from user k to base station m has random, fast
variations due to multipath. Interference, on the contrary,
is approximately constant at a short-term level, because it
aggregates all other signals and background noise. Assuming,
for the moment, an ideal CLPC with a given reference SIR, the
distribution of the instantaneous required transmit power, in a
short-term observation interval (i.e. an interval of appreciable
length compared to multipath variations, but very short on the
system-level time scale), is determined by I(m, k), the refer-
ence SIR and the statistics of the instantaneous attenuation. In
particular, this distribution depends on transmit powers only
through I(m, k). Moreover, the shape of the distribution is
independent of I(m, k); increasing or decreasing the latter
results only in a change of scale in the distribution.
For |A(k)| > 1, the attenuation rise factors are affected
by SHO gains, as is now discussed. Within a given short-
term interval, each of the serving base stations has a certain
probability of being effectively in control of the mobile, as
discussed earlier. These probabilities depend in a complicate
manner on the interference levels I(n, k), n ∈ A(k). However,
if all these levels are increased in the same proportion, the
distributions of the instantaneous powers required by the base
stations are simply scaled in that proportion, and thus the
referred probabilities do not change. On the other hand, if
a certain I(m, k) is decreased, with I(n, k) maintained for
all n = m, the probability associated to m increases, which
accentuates the attenuation rise between m and k, i.e. reduces
β(m, k), whereas the contrary happens for the other serving
base stations. Observe that, more generally, if the values
α(n, k) are also regarded as variable, the preceding arguments
apply with each I(n, k) replaced by I(n, k)/α(n, k).
In a real system, the CLPC is affected by SIR measurement
errors, power command demodulation errors, and loop delay.
However, since these error sources are independent of power
and interference levels, the behaviour claimed in the above
paragraph is maintained.
As a result of the foregoing, the following properties hold
for the attenuation rise factors:
(B1) For A(k) = {m}, β(m, k) does not depend on transmit
powers.
(B2) For |A(k)| > 1, given m ∈ A(k), β(m, k) does not
depend on P (k), and depends on P (j), j = k only
through the interference levels I(n, k), n ∈ A(k). This
dependence is such that:
• if I(m, k) is increased while all other interfer-
ence levels are maintained, β(m, k) increases and
β(n, k) decreases for all n ∈ A(k), n = m;
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• if the interference levels are changed in such a way
that β(m, k) increases, there exists n ∈ A(k) such
that β(n, k) decreases;
• if the interference levels I(n, k) at all base stations
n ∈ A(k) are increased in the same proportion,
β(m, k) does not change.
(B3) β(m, k) = 1 for m /∈ A(k).
Let β be the M × K attenuation rise matrix, whose
components are the attenuation rise factors. From (B2), and
making use of (1) and (B3), it stems that β(m, k) is a function
of P (j) and β(n, j), n ∈ A(k), j = k. This can be described
by an attenuation rise function b such that β = b(P,β).
D. Transmit power limitations
Consider a maximum instantaneous transmit power
Pmax(k) for user k. If the average transmit power P (k)
is close to Pmax(k), quality is degraded because of the
instantaneous power being occasionally clipped at Pmax(k);
this requires increased SIRs in order to obtain the target
quality.
This effect is studied in [1] and [6]. It is found that when the
ratio Pmax(k)/P (k), or “power headroom”, is below a certain
value, any further reduction in this ratio requires an equal [1]
or even larger [6] increment (dB) in received SIR to maintain
a given quality. The amount of power rise, and thus atten-
uation rise, also exhibit dependence with power headroom,
for approximately the same range of power headroom values.
Finally, SHO gains in SIR and in attenuation rise are affected
by low power headroom values as well.
These results indicate that, once P (k) has reached a critical
value, little or nothing can be done to increase quality, and
it is reasonable to suspend any OL counteraction [1]. Such
behaviour will be assumed in the sequel. This greatly simpli-
fies the analysis. Namely, it can be considered that required
SIRs and attenuation rise factors are independent of power
headroom, provided that the latter is above a critical value; and
below this value the target quality cannot be obtained, i.e. the
power limitation has been reached. The critical value for the
power headroom will be called power margin, μ(k). This
gives an effective limit for P (k) equal to Pmax(k)/μ(k). μ(k)
is determined by the distribution function of instantaneous
required power, and thus it shows the same type of dependence
as the attenuation rise.
The above implies that the following properties hold:
(M1) For |A(k)| = 1, μ(k) does not depend on transmit
powers.
(M2) For |A(k)| > 1, μ(k) does not depend on P (k), and
depends on P (j), j = k only through the interference
levels I(n, k), n ∈ A(k). This dependence is such that
if these interference levels are increased in the same
proportion, μ(k) does not change.
Let μ denote the power margin vector, with components
μ(k). As in Section II-C, a power-margin function m can be
defined such that μ = m(P,β).
E. Assumptions
The following assumptions are made in order to facilitate
theoretical treatment. They are warranted in view of the
behaviour of practical systems, as explained below.
(B4) β(m, k) is a C1 function of interference levels.
(B5) For A(k) = {m1, . . . ,mH} arbitrary, there exists θ < 1
such that if each I(mh, k), h = 1, . . . , H is multiplied
by an arbitrary number ah > 0, β(m, k) does not vary
in a proportion outside the range [1/(θa), θa], with a =
maxh{max{ah, 1/ah}}.
(B6) β(m, k) has a nonzero lower bound.
(Q4) Suppose that I(m, k) is increased, and all I(n, k), n ∈
A(k), n = m are maintained. Then, in order to retain the
desired quality, Γ(n, k) must increase for all n ∈ A(k),
n = m.
(M3) For A(k) = {m1, . . . ,mH}, if each I(mh, k), h =
1, . . . , H is multiplied by ah > 0, and this results in
each β(mh, k) being multiplied by bh > 0, μ(k) does
not vary in a proportion outside [b/a, a/b], with a =
maxh{max{ah, 1/ah}}, b = maxh{max{bh, 1/bh}}.
Conditions (B4)–(B6) are mild, and can be expected to hold
in practice.
As to condition (Q4), for |A(k)| = 2 it necessarily holds
because of (Q3) and (B5). For |A(k)| > 2, it is justified as
follows. If I(m, k) is increased, (B2) and (B5) imply that
β(m, k) increases less than I(m, k), and all other β(n, k)
decrease; besides, according to (Q3), power must increase so
that at least one of the SIRs Γ(n, k) increases, with Γ(m, k)
decreased. What (Q4) requires is that all Γ(n, k), n = m
increase, or equivalently that the SIR increases at the base
station for which β(n, k) most decreases. Since that base
station is, from the viewpoint of attenuation rise, the one
that most notices the increase in I(m, k), it is plausible that
its “contribution” to the user’s quality is so essential that its
SIR cannot decrease without degrading quality. In Section IV
results will be given for a specific simulation model, and it will
be seen that (Q4) is satisfied for |A(k)| = 3. The foregoing
suggests that it presumably holds in practical systems.
In (M3), note that b < a because of (B5). The assumption
does not significantly reduce applicability.
F. Power control equations
The condition that each user k, with A(k) expressed as
{m1, . . . ,mHk}, obtains a target quality q(k) is
λk(Γ(m1, k), . . . ,Γ(mHk , k)) = q(k), k = 1, . . . ,K, (2)
Γ(m, k) =
α(m, k)β(m, k)P (k)∑
j =k α(m, j)β(m, j)P (j) + ν(m)
.
In addition, the power constraints must be satisfied:
P (k) ≤ Pmax(k)/μ(k), k = 1, . . . ,K.
The functions λk are nonlinear in general. Besides, attenuation
rise factors and power margins depend on transmit powers (as
discussed in Sections II-C and II-D). As a consequence, the
equation system (2) is nonlinear.
It is noted that the computed SIRs Γ(m, k) do not explicitly
take into account the effect of “self-interference” caused by
multipath in a Rake receiver. However, the degradation caused
by multipath self-interference, and in general all non-ideal
features of the receiver, are by definition included in the
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quality functions, i.e. λk gives the actual quality taking into
account such effects.
Let P be the transmit power vector, with components
P (k), and q the quality vector, defined analogously. The SIRs
in (2) are functions of transmit powers and attenuation rise
factors, which in turn depend on transmit powers. Therefore
the equation system (2) can be expressed as
Λ(P) = q, (3)
where the vector function Λ explicitly describes all depen-
dences. Since attenuation rise factors and qualities are C1
functions of interference levels and SIRs respectively, Λ is
a C1 function.
G. Properties
The power control equations (2), or equivalently (3), es-
tablish a relationship between transmit powers and qualities.
A quality vector q is feasible if there exists a solution5
P > 0; and P is then called a feasible solution. Proofs to
all propositions to follow are given in the Appendix.
Proposition 1: Consider a cellular network with M base
stations and K active users with attenuation matrix α, noise
vector ν, in a given assignment A with quality function λ,
attenuation rise function b, power-margin function m, and
with target quality vector q.
1. If the equation system (2) has a feasible solution P, it
is the only feasible solution. Furthermore, this solution
has a unique associated β matrix.
2. If q is feasible given a noise vector ν1 > 0, it is feasible
for any noise vector ν2 > 0. Denoting by P1 and P2
the respective solutions, if ν2 ≤ ν1 with strict inequality
in at least one component, then P2 < P1.
3. Let q1 and q2 be quality vectors such that q2 ≤ q1
with strict inequality in at least one component. If (2)
has a feasible solution P1 for the target quality vector
q1, there is a feasible solution P2 for q2, and P2 < P1.
These results generalize properties of the classical, linear
model: feasible solutions are unique; feasibility is independent
of noise; decreasing target qualities does not prevent feasibil-
ity, and reduces required powers.
Although noise powers are always positive in practice, it is
now convenient to extend the model allowing for zero noise
powers. A bar will denote the “extended” noise powers. Note,
however, that the concept of feasibility requires positive noise
powers.
Proposition 2: Given a cellular network with M , K , α,
ν¯ ≥ 0, A, λ, b, m, and q, for every P there is a unique
compatible β, i.e. there is a unique β such that β = b(P,β).
Based on this result, let L be defined as the set of quality
vectors that can be obtained with zero noise powers,
L = {q ∈ RK+ | ∃p ∈ RK+ with q = Λ(p)⌋ν¯=0}.
Further, let F be the set of feasible quality vectors.
Proposition 3: Consider a cellular network with M , K , α,
ν > 0, A, λ, b, and m.
5The convention is adopted that inequalities between vectors x, y of the
form x < y, x ≤ y or their inverses are interpreted componentwise.
1. For q ∈ F and ν ∈ RK+ ,
• P is a C1 function of q with ∂P (j)/∂q(k) > 0;
• P is a C1function of ν with ∂P (j)/∂ν(m) > 0;
• det(∂Λ/∂P) is a positive, continuous function of
q and ν.
2. L satisfies the following properties:
• L is a simply connected C0 manifold of dimension
K − 1.
• For any q0 > 0, there is a unique a0 > 0 such that
a0q0 ∈ L.
• q ∈ L if and only if det(∂Λ/∂P)q = 0.
3. F is simply connected, open, and extends from L
inwards to the coordinate hyperplanes.
Again, this proposition generalizes results from the classical
model: within F , powers are C1, increasing functions of target
qualities and noise powers; F is open and simply connected;
and it is limited by a hypersurface L formed by the quality
vectors achieved with zero noise powers, or equivalently by
the singular points of the mapping from powers to qualities.
It can be verified that in the classical model L reduces to the
hypersurface given in [11, Prop. 1].
III. ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTATION OF
TRANSMIT POWERS
It has been shown in Section II that the power control
equations have a unique feasible solution for target qualities
within a certain region F . An iterative algorithm to find this
solution, taking into account power constraints, is now given.
Let Pmax be a vector with components Pmax(k).
Algorithm 1: Given M , K , α, ν, Pmax, A, λ, b, m, and
q, with A(k) expressed as {m1, . . . ,mHk}:
1. Choose initial values P0 and β0, and set i = 1.
2. Update attenuation rise factors: βi = b(Pi−1,βi−1).
3. Update power margins: μi = m(Pi−1,βi−1).
4. Obtain the required powers Pˆ i(k), with interference
levels from the previous iteration:
λk
(
α(m1, k)βi(m1, k)Pˆ i(k)∑
j =k α(m1, j)βi−1(m1, j)P i−1(j) + ν(m1)
, . . . ,
α(mHk , k)β
i(mHk , k)Pˆ
i(k)∑
j =k α(mHk , j)βi−1(mHk , j)P i−1(j) + ν(mHk )
)
= q(k).
5. Update powers, taking into account power limitations:
P i(k) = min{Pˆ i(k), Pmax(k)/μi(k)}.
6. Increase i and go back to step 2, or finish if a given exit
condition is satisfied.
Proposition 4: If q is feasible and the solution P is com-
patible with power restrictions, the algorithm converges to P
from any P0 and β0. Otherwise, it converges to a unique point
where, for each user k, either q(k) is achieved or P (k) equals
the limit value Pmax(k)/μ(k).
The algorithm and the convergence result generalize those
in [3], valid in the classical model. As in that case, each power
is updated using interference levels from the previous iteration;
however, in the general model with short-term effects, other
parameters describing these effects are also updated.
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TABLE I
SIMULATION PARAMETERS
Multipath channel model 2 path, classical Doppler spectrum
Receiver Rake, ideal maximum-ratio combining
CLPC period 2/3 ms
CLPC step Fixed, 1 dB
CLPC delay 1 period
Error rate of CLPC commands 0.01
SIR estimation Gaussian error, mean 0, standard deviation 1 dB
Frame period 10 ms
OL criterion Channel BER, 0.01 target
OL period 20 ms
OL step 0.1 dB (1 dB down for power margin)
BER estimation 10−3 error probability in estimating a bit error
Service types I: 12.2 kb/s source rate, 60 kb/s channel rate
II: 64 kb/s source rate, 240 kb/s channel rate
Maximum power 21 dBm for service I, 24 dBm for service II
Spreading bandwidth 5 MHz
Path loss 144.4 + 38.4d(km)
Shadow fading standard deviation 8 dB
Total gain (antenna, cable, terminal) 10 dB
Base-station assignment criterion Minimum attenuation loss
SHO window 6 dB
Simulation area [0, 4]× [0, 4] (km)
Base station location (i− 0.5, j − 0.5), i, j = 1, . . . , 4 (km)
User position, service and Doppler spread Random, uniformly distributed
TABLE II
EFFECT OF POWER LIMITATION, |A(k)| = 1, SERVICE I, 3 KM/H.
Pmax(k)/P ∗(k) (dB) 0 2 4 6 8 10 ∞
Pmax(k)/P (k) (dB) 5.9 5.9 6.2 6.9 8.2 9.8 -
Attenuation rise factor (dB) −2.2 −2.2 −2.2 −2.4 −2.5 −2.7 −2.8
TABLE III
EFFECT OF POWER LIMITATION, |A(k)| = 2, SERVICE I, 3 KM/H.
Pmax(k)/P ∗(k) (dB) 0 2 4 6 8 ∞
Pmax(k)/P (k) (dB) 4.5 4.6 5.1 6.3 8.2 -
Attenuation rise factor (dB) −1.0 −0.9 −1.0 −1.1 −1.2 −1.3
The algorithm computes P using the known functions λ,
b and m. In addition, it can be interpreted as a system-level
description of the power-control interactions in an actual net-
work, where those functions are performed by the CLPC and
OL processes of all users (note that the processes for different
users are coupled through interference levels, therefore their
interactions are adequately described by means of short-term
averages). From this viewpoint, Proposition 4 shows that the
coupled power control processes converge in average powers.
IV. SIMULATION
In this section, the validity of the algorithm is assessed,
by comparing the transmit powers computed by the algorithm
with those obtained from a simulation of the network. The
simulation model is first described (Section IV-A). A link
characterization for application of the algorithm is then derived
(Section IV-B), and finally results are presented and discussed
(Section IV-C).
A. Simulation model
The simulation considers a given set of active users, and
models the power transmitted by each user at each CLPC
interval. A simplified simulation model is used. Average
attenuations are fixed, whereas their instantaneous values vary
according to multipath fading. SHO is considered between
two base stations only. The CLPC processes of all users are
synchronous, which is a good approximation since propagation
delays are much smaller than the CLPC period.
OL is based on channel bit-error-rate (BER). The reference
SIR is adjusted in 0.1 dB steps. In addition, if the fraction of
CLPC intervals with maximum transmit power reaches 10%
within an OL interval, the reference SIR is decreased by 1
dB.6 In SHO, the received frame with the minimum number
of channel errors is selected; channel BER is estimated after
selection; and a common reference SIR is sent to the serving
base stations.
A network of 16 omnidirectional base stations is simulated,
with two service classes. Three different Doppler spreads are
considered, corresponding to 3, 30 and 120 km/h in the 2
GHz band. The simulated time is 300 s, in order to accurately
estimate averages. Other simulation parameters are shown in
6This is to approximately achieve the OL behaviour stated in Section II-D,
and assumes that the mobile has a means to signal this “power too high”
event to the network.
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TABLE IV
LINK CHARACTERIZATION FOR |A(k)| = 2, SERVICE I, 3 KM/H.
r1,2 (dB) 0 2 4 6 8 10 ∞
Required SIR, base station 1 (dB) −22.7 −22.1 −21.8 −21.5 −21.4 −21.4 −21.3
Required SIR, base station 2 (dB) −22.7 −23.6 −24.6 −25.9 −27.4 −29.0 -
Attenuation rise factor, 1 (dB) −1.3 −1.5 −1.9 −2.1 −2.4 −2.6 −2.8
Attenuation rise factor, 2 (dB) −1.3 −0.9 −0.7 −0.4 −0.3 −0.3 -
Power margin (dB) 4.6 4.6 4.8 5.1 5.4 5.7 5.9
TABLE V
LINK CHARACTERIZATION: REQUIRED SIRS FOR |A(k)| = 3, SERVICE I, 3 KM/H. ALL VALUES IN dB.
r1,2
r1,3 0 2 4 6 8 10
0 −23.4 −23.4 −23.4 −23.0 −23.0 −24.6 −22.8 −22.8 −26.0 −22.8 −22.8 −27.7 −22.7 −22.7 −29.5 −22.7 −22.7 −31.4
2 −23.0 −24.6 −23.0 −22.5 −24.1 −24.1 −22.3 −23.8 −25.2 −22.2 −23.6 −27.0 −22.1 −23.5 −28.7 −22.1 −23.5 −30.6
4 −22.8 −26.0 −22.8 −22.3 −25.2 −23.8 −22.0 −24.9 −24.9 −21.9 −24.6 −26.4 −21.7 −24.6 −28.0 −21.8 −24.5 −30.0
6 −22.8 −27.7 −22.8 −22.2 −27.0 −23.6 −21.9 −26.4 −24.6 −21.6 −26.1 −26.1 −21.6 −26.0 −27.8 −21.5 −26.0 −29.6
8 −22.7 −29.5 −22.7 −22.1 −28.7 −23.5 −21.7 −28.0 −24.6 −21.6 −27.8 −26.0 −21.5 −27.5 −27.5 −21.4 −27.7 −29.2
10 −22.7 −31.4 −22.7 −22.1 −30.6 −23.5 −21.8 −30.0 −24.5 −21.5 −29.6 −26.0 −21.4 −29.2 −27.7 −21.4 −29.2 −29.2
TABLE VI
COMPARISON BETWEEN ALGORITHM AND SIMULATION.
K 100 160 200 220
Noise rise, average (dB) 1.9 3.5 5.1 7.1
Mean error (dB) 0.001 0.02 0.08 0.15
RMS error (dB) 0.10 0.12 0.17 0.25
Table I. Note that, although the simulation model has been
kept simple, the simplifications made do not jeopardise the
comparison between simulation results and those obtained
from the algorithm.
B. Link characterization
The link-level characterization is obtained by simulating
a single user and observing required SIRs, attenuation rise
factors and power margin (including their SHO gains). The
attenuation rise factor is computed as the average received
power divided by the product of average transmit power and
average attenuation. Regarding the power margin, it is first
noted that the simulated OL effectively limits average power
at a fixed value. This is illustrated by Tables II and III, which
show, in two specific situations, the resulting Pmax(k)/P (k)
as a function of Pmax(k)/P ∗(k), where P ∗(k) is the average
power that would be obtained without limitations. It is seen
that Pmax(k)/P (k) equals Pmax(k)/P ∗(k) when the latter is
high enough (no power clipping), whereas Pmax(k)/P (k) is
approximately constant when Pmax(k)/P ∗(k) is low, with a
sharp transition between the two zones. This constant value is
the power margin. In view of Tables II and III, μ(k) is com-
puted as the value of Pmax(k)/P (k) for Pmax(k)/P ∗(k) = 2
dB.
For a SHO user k assigned to base stations m1 and m2,
from Section II-C it stems that SHO gains depend on the
ratio r1,2 = α(m1, k)I(m2, k)/(α(m2, k)I(m1, k)). Due to
symmetry, it suffices to consider r1,2 > 0 dB.
The obtained link-level results satisfy the assumptions in
Section II-E. Table IV shows values for one of the Doppler
spreads and one of the services; values for the other cases are
omitted for brevity. Note that these link-level results define
the functions λ, b and m.
Although not required for the intended comparison, link
results have also been obtained for SHO between three base
stations, in order to test (Q4) in this situation. It has been
found that the assumption holds. As an illustration, this can
be observed in Table V, which shows results for the same
conditions as in Table IV. For example, moving from left to
right along any row corresponds to increasing the interference
at base station 3, while maintaining the interference at base
stations 1 and 2; it is seen that this requires increased SIRs at
base stations 1 and 2 (within the simulation accuracy).
C. Results and discussion
Series of 10 simulations are carried out, with a dif-
ferent value of K in each series. The resulting average
transmit powers are compared to those obtained using the
algorithm with the link-level characterization. Results are
given in Table VI, in terms of mean error and root-mean-
square (RMS) error. The averaged noise rise [8] (given by∑K
k=1 α(m, k)β(m, k)P (k)/ν(m) + 1) is also shown for
reference. It is seen that the considered values of K cover
the range of noise rise values usually found in practice. Very
good agreement is observed between the algorithm and the
simulation values, with low mean and RMS errors in all cases.
The deviation between algorithm and simulation results is
seen to slightly increase with system load. This is caused by
the approximate modelling of the effect of transmit power
limitations.
As indicated, all the assumptions on which the model is
based hold in the considered simulation scenario. In addition,
it can be seen that the link-level results in [1], [2] and [6] also
satisfy these assumptions, which provides further support of
their claimed mildness.
The proposed power control model incorporates short-term
effects by means of the link-level characterization (functions
λ, b and m). The agreement between algorithm and simula-
tion confirms the validity of this approach, corroborating that
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the model adequately captures the system-level effect of the
short-term aspects associated to the closed loop.
V. CONCLUSIONS
The system-level power control problem has been formu-
lated considering closed-loop effects, namely average transmit
power rise, power headroom, and variable SHO gains. This
approach generalizes existing models, and gives rise to a non-
linear equation system, whose properties have been analyzed.
Under certain conditions, uniqueness of a feasible solution is
assured, with properties similar to those of the classic, linear
model. An iterative algorithm has been given that globally
converges to that solution.
The proposed model and algorithm can be useful in network
analysis and simulation, and in particular for radio planning
tools. In addition, the algorithm can be interpreted as a system-
level description of CLPC interactions, showing that in an
actual network with CLPC the average powers converge.
APPENDIX
PROOFS OF PROPOSITIONS
Let the M × K matrix τ be defined as τ(m, k) =
β(m, k)P (k).
Lemma 1: Any τ has unique associated P and β.
Proof: Let P, β, P′, β′ be such that β′(n, j)P ′(j) =
β(n, j)P (j) for all n, j. Assume there are m and k with
β′(m, k) > β(m, k). Then necessarily m ∈ A(k), and (B2)
implies that there is n ∈ A(k) with β′(n, k) < β(n, k). Since
β′(m, k)P ′(k) = β(m, k)P (k), we must have P ′(k) < P (k),
whereas β′(n, k)P ′(k) = β(n, k)P (k) requires P ′(k) >
P (k), and a contradiction is obtained. Thus β′ = β, and then
P′ = P.
Proof of Proposition 1.1: Let P0 be a solution of (2),
with associated β0 and τ 0. Consider the mapping τ i =
I(τ i−1) such that τ i(m, k) = βi(m, k)Pˆ i(k), where βi(m, k)
and Pˆ i(k) are given as in steps 2 and 4 of the algorithm. τ 0
is a fixed point of I. From (Q3), (Q4) and (B2), I is standard
[3]. Therefore τ 0 is unique, and from Lemma 1, P0 and β0
are unique.
Lemma 2: If a system with target quality vector q0 and
noise power vector ν0 has a solution P0 with associated β0,
then for any a > 0, aP0 is a solution for the system with
quality vector q0 and noise power vector aν0, and this solution
has the same associated β0.
Proof: This is a straightforward consequence of (B2).
Proof of Proposition 1.2: Let ν1,ν2 > 0, with ν1(n) =
ν2(n) for some n, and let P1 be the solution for ν1, with as-
sociated β1. We define a = max{maxm{ν2(m)/ν1(m)}, 1}
and ν ′2 = aν1 ≥ ν1. From Lemma 2, aP1 is a solution
for ν ′2, and from part 1 of this proposition it is unique.
If ν′2 = ν2, ν2 is feasible. Assume that there is m with
ν2(m) < ν′2(m). Consider a mapping IP that to each Pi−1
and βi−1 assigns a matrix βi and a power vector with
components Pˆ i(k) as in steps 2 and 4 of the algorithm.
Replacing ν′2(m) by ν2(m) and then applying IP iteratively
yields a componentwise decreasing positive sequence, which
must converge [12, p. 38]. The resulting fixed point of IP is a
solution for the modified noise vector, and it is componentwise
lower than aP1. Repeating for each m with ν2(m) < ν ′2(m),
a feasible solution P2 < aP1 results for ν2. If ν2 ≤ ν1, then
a = 1, and thus P2 < P1.
Lemma 3: A system with M base stations and K users
is equivalent to another (“split”) system with ∑Kk=1 |A(k)|
base stations, in which each user is assigned to base stations
different to those of all other users. The equivalence holds in
the following sense: one system if feasible if and only if the
other is, and if they are feasible, they have the same solution.
Proof: Each base station m, with Jm assigned users, is
“split” into Jm base stations with the same parameters and
functions as the original one. The power control equations for
the split system are then the same as for the original one.
Proof of Proposition 1.3: Let P1 be the solution for q1
and a certain ν1, with associated β1, and let I1(m, k) denote
the resulting interference values. Consider the equivalent split
system given by Lemma 3 (this allows to independently mod-
ify noise powers for each user and base station). Let ν(m, k)
denote the noise power for user k at the split base station
that corresponds to the original base station m. Consider a
given user k, with assignment A(k) = {m1, . . . ,mH} in the
original system, and an arbitrary ck > 1. In the split system, if
ν(m1, k), . . . ν(mH , k) are increased from ν(m1), . . . , ν(mH)
to values ν′(m1, k), . . . , ν′(mH , k) such that
I1(m1, k)− ν1(m1) + ν′(m1, k)
I1(m1, k)
= · · ·
=
I1(mH , k)− ν1(mH) + ν′(mH , k)
I1(mH , k)
= ck
while keeping transmit powers fixed, the attenuation rise
factors are unchanged, according to (B2), whereas the SIRs
of user k at all its serving base stations are divided by ck,
which produces a decrease in quality, according to (Q3).
Thus, any q2(k) < q1(k) can be reached by adequately
choosing ck. After that, restoring the original noise powers
while maintaining the quality q2(k) requires, according to
Proposition 1.2, P2 < P1. This is repeated for all users k
with q2(k) < q1(k). The final P2 is a solution for q2 in the
split system with the original noise powers, and thus it is also
a solution in the original system.
Proof of Proposition 2: For P fixed, (B5) implies that
b(P,β) is a contractive function of β. Applying the Banach
fixed point theorem [13, p. 236] establishes the result.
Lemma 4: P is a continuous function of ν.
Proof: Consider the function d that to each x, y ∈ RK+
assigns
d(x,y) = max
k
{∣∣∣∣ln x(k)y(k)
∣∣∣∣
}
.
It is easily seen that d is a metric. Let ν0 be a noise vector
with solution P0. Let 	 > 0, and consider the set V of all P
such that d(P,P0) < 	. We will prove that there exists δ > 0
such that for any ν1 with d(ν1,ν0) < δ, its corresponding
P1 ∈ V . Any P ∈ V satisfies e−P0 < P < eP0. From
Lemma 2, e−P0 and eP0 are respectively the solutions for
e−ν0 and eν0, and then Proposition 1.2 implies that if ν1
satisfies e−ν0 < ν1 < eν0, the solution P1 ∈ V . Therefore,
taking δ = 	 suffices.
Lemma 5: Given q0 > 0, there exists a0 such that for all
positive a ≤ a0, aq0 is feasible and det(∂Λ/∂P)aq0 > 0.
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Proof: It is easily seen that for q = 0 and any ν > 0 the
system (3) is solved by P = 0, and for all m,n ∈ {1, . . . ,M},
j, k ∈ {1, . . . ,K}
∂Γ(m, k)
∂P (j)
=
α(m, k)β(m, k)
ν(m)
δj,k
∂Γ(m, k)
∂β(n, l)
= 0.
Thus, from (Q3) it stems that the matrix ∂Λ/∂P has positive
elements along its main diagonal and the rest are zero, and
therefore its determinant is positive. The same holds for the
inverse matrix. The inverse function theorem [12, p. 140]
implies that (3) defines P as a C1 function of q in a
neighbourhood of q = 0, P = 0, with ∂P (j)/∂q(j)q=0 
dj > 0 and ∂P (j)/∂q(k)q=0 = 0 for j = k. The continuity
and positivity of ∂P (j)/∂q(j) at q = 0 assure that there
is a neighbourhood U of q = 0 where these derivatives are
positive, and thus all points within U have positive powers.
Since det(∂Λ/∂P) is a sum of products of the elements in
∂Λ/∂P, which are also continuous because of (Q2), a similar
argument shows that there is a neighbourhood U ′ of q = 0
where the determinant is positive. The claimed result follows
taking a small enough that aq0 lies in U ∩ U ′.
Lemma 6: q0 ∈ L if and only if det(∂Λ/∂P)q0 = 0.
Proof: “If”. Let q0 > 0 and ν¯0 ≥ 0 such that
det(∂Λ/∂P)q0,ν¯0 = 0. We will first show that q0 cannot
be feasible. We proceed by contradiction. Suppose there are
P0 > 0 and ν0 > 0 such that Λ(P0)ν0 = q0. From
Lemma 5, let a0 > 0 such that a0q0 is feasible with
det(∂Λ/∂P)a0q0,ν0 > 0.
All points aq0, a < 1 are feasible, according to Proposition
1.3, and thus det(∂Λ/∂P) is well-defined at those points. We
will prove that det(∂Λ/∂P)aq0,ν0 is a continuous function
of a for a0 ≤ a ≤ 1. Consider a in that interval, and let P be
the solution for aq0. For any b < 1 sufficiently close to a, bq0
can be achieved with powers P, by considering the equivalent
split system from Lemma 3 and adequately modifying its noise
powers while keeping attenuation rise factors unchanged, as
in the proof of Proposition 1.3. The modifications required
in the noise powers are continuous functions of b. Restoring
the original noise vector while maintaining the qualities bq0
requires a power vector which is a continuous function of
the modifications that have been applied to the noise powers,
according to Lemma 4. Combining both facts, the power
vector P required for aq0 is seen to be a continuous function
of a.
Since P is a continuous function of a and Λ is a C1
function of P, det(∂Λ/∂P)aq0,ν0 is a continuous func-
tion of a in the interval a0 ≤ a ≤ 1. Thus, the set of
values of a within this interval for which the determinant
is zero has a minimum, which will be denoted a1. This
implies that det(∂Λ/∂P)aq0,ν0 > 0 for a ∈ [a0, a1) and
det(∂Λ/∂P)aq0,ν0 → 0 as a → a1−. The inverse function
theorem can be applied for all a ∈ [a0, a1), with the result
that det(∂P/∂q)aq0,ν0 → ∞ as a → a1−. This implies
that there are j, k such that ∂P (k)/∂q(j) → ∞. But this is
impossible because P (k) is continuous at a1q0. Therefore the
assumption that q0 is feasible is false.
We will now prove that ν¯0 = 0. To this end, assume
that ν¯0(m) > 0 for some m, and let k be a user with
m ∈ A(k). Consider the equivalent split system, with noise
powers denoted as ν(n, j). In this system, the following
modification is applied. First ν(m, k) is divided by an arbitrary
c > 1, without modifying transmission powers. This reduces
the interference I(m, k) seen at base station m for user k,
which in turn produces, according to (B2), a decrease in the
attenuation rise factor β(m, k) and an increase in β(n, k) for
all n ∈ A(k), n = m. From (B5), the reduction in β(m, k)
is smaller than the reduction in I(m, k). Therefore user k
has increased SIRs at all its serving base stations, and from
(Q3) its quality is higher than required. Secondly, for all base
stations n ∈ A(k) with ν(n, k) = 0 (if there is any), an
arbitrarily small amount of noise is introduced; and P (k) is
lowered so that the quality obtained by user k equals its target
value. As a final step, the noise powers for other users are
increased to compensate for the smaller P (k), so that their
interference levels and attenuation rise factors do not change.
At the end of this process all noise powers in the split system
are positive, and the desired quality q0 is achieved. This
implies that q0 is feasible in the split system, and thus in
the original system, in contradiction with our previous result.
Therefore ν¯0(m) = 0 for all m.
“Only if”. Given q0 ∈ L, let P0 > 0 with Λ(P0)ν¯=0 =
q0. From (B2), Λ(aP0)ν¯=0 = q0 for any a > 0. This implies
that ∂Λ/∂P ·P0 = 0, and therefore det(∂Λ/∂P) = 0.
Lemma 7: For q0 feasible, det(∂Λ/∂P) is a positive,
continuous function of q0.
Proof: Let q0 be feasible. By Lemma 5, there exists
a0 < 1 such that a0q0 is feasible with positive det(∂Λ/∂P).
From Proposition 1.3, all points aq0, a ≤ 1 are feasible; from
Lemma 6 they have nonzero determinant; and the inverse func-
tion theorem then implies that the determinant is continuous
at these points. Therefore it must be positive at all points aq0,
a ≤ 1, and in particular at q0.
Proof of Proposition 3.1: From Lemma 7, det(∂Λ/∂P)
is positive and continuous in F . The inverse function theorem
then assures that P is a C1 function of q. From the implicit
function theorem [12, p. 148], P is a C1 function of ν > 0.
Its partial derivatives are positive because of Proposition 1.2
and 1.3.
Lemma 8: Given any q0 > 0, there exists a unique number
a0 > 0 such that a0q0 ∈ L, and a0 is a continuous function
of q0. A target aq0 is feasible if and only if a < a0.
Proof: Let q0 > 0. From (B6), let βlb > 0 be a lower
bound for the attenuation rise factors of all users. Consider a
matrix βi with βi(m, k) ∈ [βlb, 1] arbitrary for all m, k. For
the moment, we will treat this matrix as if it were the actual
attenuation rise matrix.
For any k, with A(k) = {mk,1, . . . ,mk,Hk}, the values
βi(mk,1, k), . . . , βi(mk,Hk , k) determine the interference lev-
els I(m1, k), . . . , I(mk,Hk , k) up to a scaling factor, as is now
proved. Assume there are I(mk,1, k), . . . , I(mk,Hk , k) and
I ′(mk,1, k), . . . , I ′(mk,Hk , k) compatible with β
i
. Let sh =
I ′(mk,h, k)/I(mk,h, k) for h = 1, . . . , Hk, s = minh{sh}
and j = argminh{sh}. If sh = s for some h, (B2) implies
that β(mk,j , k) is lower with the primed values, which is
impossible. Therefore s1 = s2 = · · · = sHk .
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As a consequence of the previous paragraph, βi determines
the proportion between the SIRs Γ(mk,1, k), . . . ,Γ(mk,Hk , k).
With this fixed proportion, any target q(k) is equivalent to a
certain value for Γ(mk,1, k). Furthermore, since the attenua-
tion rise matrix is fixed, it can be simply “absorbed” into the
attenuation matrix, which reduces the problem to that in the
classical model. For an arbitrary γ ∈ RK+ and zero noise pow-
ers, let us consider the problem of finding the maximum c, and
a corresponding power vector, such that Γ(mk,1, k) = cγ(k)
for all k. If γ(1) = · · · = γ(K), it is shown in [14] that the
maximum c is 1/(χ−1), where χ > 1 is the dominant, simple
eigenvalue of a certain matrix whose elements are attenuation
ratios, and which can be assumed to be nonsingular with
probability one. This eigenvalue has a positive eigenvector
which is the power vector solution, determined up to a scaling
factor. The case for arbitrary γ can be reduced to this by
splitting the base stations according to Lemma 3 and then
“absorbing” γ(1), . . . , γ(K) into attenuations. Thus, for every
γ there is maximum c, denoted c∗(γ). Since eigenvalues
are continuous functions of the matrix elements, c∗(γ) is
a continuous function of γ. Furthermore, the corresponding
eigenvector determined by setting its K-th entry to 1 is also
a continuous function of γ.
Consider quality vectors of the form dq0, d > 0. With zero
noise powers and assuming a fixed attenuation rise matrix,
increasing d without bound requires arbitrarily high values
of Γ(mk,1, k), k = 1, . . . ,K (not necessarily in a fixed
proportion for different users). Thus, as d is increased, a
value d∗ is reached that corresponds to the c∗(γ∗) for a
certain γ∗. Let Pi+1 be the corresponding power vector with
Pi+1(K) = 1. (At this point the quality d∗q0 would be
“achieved”, only that βi need not be the attenuation matrix
associated to Pi+1. This is solved in the following.) Let the
mapping βi+1 = B(βi) be defined as B(βi) = b(Pi+1,βi).
Since Pi+1 varies continuously with γ∗, which in turn varies
continuously with βi, B is continuous. From (B6), attenuation
rise matrices are defined in a compact, convex subset of the
space of M × K real matrices, and thus the Brouwer fixed
point theorem [13, p. 409] implies that B has a fixed point.
The d∗ value for that particular attenuation rise matrix gives a
quality vector d∗q0 which is achieved with zero noise powers,
i.e. that d∗ is the desired a0.
Let P0 be a power vector such that a0q0 = Λ(P0)ν¯=0.
From Lemma 6, det(∂Λ/∂P)a0q0 = 0. Lemma 7 then
implies that a0q0 is not feasible, and from Proposition 3
neither is aq0 with a > a0. For a < a0, aq0 is feasible,
because, considering the split system given by Lemma 3,
and adequately modifying noise powers as in the proof of
Proposition 1.3, aq0 can be achieved with P0 and positive
noise powers. Thus a0 is unique, and aq0 is feasible if and
only if a < a0.
We now prove that a0 is a continuous function of q0. Given
q0 and its corresponding a0, let 	 > 0 and V = (a0−	, a0+	).
Consider an arbitrary q1 and its corresponding a1. Choosing
q1 sufficiently close to q0, we can find a′1, a′′1 ∈ V such that
a′1q1 < a0q0 and a′′1q1 > a0q0. From Proposition 1.3, a′1q1
is feasible and a′′1q1 is not. Our previous result then implies
that a′1 < a1 ≤ a′′1 , and thus a1 ∈ V .
Proof of Proposition 3.2: With Lemmas 6 and 8, it only
remains to prove that L is a simply connected C0 manifold
of dimension K − 1. Let ζ ∈ RK−1+ , and consider q∗ with
q∗(k) = ζ(k) for k = 1, . . . ,K − 1 and q∗(K) = 1. By
Lemma 8, there is a∗ with a∗q∗ ∈ L, and a∗ is a continuous
function of ζ. Thus the function that to ζ assigns a∗q∗ is a
homeomorphism from RK−1+ to L. This establishes the desired
result.
Proof of Proposition 3.3: It follows from Lemma 8.
Proof of Proposition 4: As in the proof of Lemma 4,
consider the metric d that to each pair of positive matrices
τ 1, τ 2 assigns the value
d(τ 1, τ 2) = max
m,k
{∣∣∣∣ln τ1(m, k)τ2(m, k)
∣∣∣∣
}
.
The space of τ matrices is complete with respect to d, and
thus the Banach fixed point theorem can be applied. We will
use it to show that, considering the iteration given by steps
2–5 of the algorithm as a mapping in τ , it converges to a
unique fixed point.
Let us consider P1, β1, P2 and β2 arbitrary, and the
corresponding τ 1 and τ 2. Let β′1, μ′1, Pˆ′1 and P′1 be obtained
through one iteration on P1 and β1, and let τˆ
′
1 and τ ′1
correspond to Pˆ′1, β1 and P′1, β1 respectively. β
′
2, μ
′
2, Pˆ
′
2,
P′2, τˆ
′
2 and τ ′2 are analogously defined. We need to show that
there is κ < 1 such that d(τ ′1, τ ′2) ≤ κd(τ 1, τ 2), for i ≥ 1,
with κ independent of τ 1, τ 2. It suffices to consider τ 1 = τ 2.
For any n, we define I∗1 (n, k) =
∑
j =k α(n, j)τ1(n, j),
I1(n, k) = I∗1 (n, k) + ν(n), and analogously I∗2 (n, k),
I2(n, k). Let a = ed(τ1,τ2) and νmin = minn{ν(n)}. As
a consequence of (Q3), given k, there is a minimum SIR
Γmin(k) that must be experienced in at least one m ∈ A(k) in
order to achieve q(k). Thus, defining Γmin = mink{Γmin(k)},
αmax = maxm,k{α(m, k)} and Pmax = maxk{Pmax(k)}, we
have P1(k), P2(k) ≥ νminΓmin/αmax  Pmin for i ≥ 1, and
a ≤ Pmax/(βlbPmin)  amax.
Defining
I∗max = max
n,k
{
∑
j =k
α(n, j)Pmax(j)} (4)
c =
aI∗max + νmin
I∗max + νmin
(5)
it is easily seen that, for any n and k, 1/c ≤
I2(n, k)/I1(n, k) ≤ c. From (Q3), given m and k
with m ∈ A(k), τˆ ′2(m, k)/τˆ ′1(m, k) is maximum when
I2(n, k)/I1(n, k) = c for all n ∈ A(k), and (B2) then implies
that τˆ ′2(m, k) = cτˆ ′1(m, k). For m and k with m /∈ A(k),
the arguments used in the proof of Proposition 1.2 show
that τˆ ′2(m, k)/τˆ ′1(m, k) = Pˆ ′2(k)/Pˆ ′1(k) is also bounded by
c. Thus, for any m, k
τˆ ′2(m, k)
τˆ ′1(m, k)
=
β′2(m, k)Pˆ
′
2(m, k)
β′1(m, k)Pˆ
′
1(m, k)
≤ c. (6)
If Pˆ ′1(k) ≤ Pmax(k)/μ′1(k), then P ′1(k) = Pˆ ′1(k), and (6)
implies that
τ ′2(m, k)
τ ′1(m, k)
≤ c. (7)
Else, (M3) implies (7). Therefore, this inequality is satisfied
in all cases.
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Interchanging subindices in the above arguments leads to
τ ′2(m, k)
τ ′1(m, k)
≥ 1
c
. (8)
Combining (7) and (8) and substituting c,∣∣∣ln τ ′2(m,k)τ ′1(m,k)
∣∣∣
ln a
≤
ln aI
∗
max+νmin
I∗max+νmin
ln a
≤
ln amaxI
∗
max+νmin
I∗max+νmin
ln amax
 b < 1.
Taking κ = (b + 1)/2 < 1 (or any other value between b
and 1) establishes that the mapping is contractive. Thus the
Banach fixed point theorem assures that it has a unique fixed
point τ , for which Lemma 1 implies that P and β are also
unique. From the definition of the algorithm, the obtained P
has the properties stated in the proposition.
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